Eagle Conferencing Introduces free Conference Call in India.
Indian companies will be able to run audio conferences in India without incurring any charges
Bangalore – July 27, 2010 – Eagle Conferencing (www.eagleconferencing.in), in a groundbreaking move today
launched their free conferencing scheme in India for conference calls. This innovative and aggressive pricing
scheme allows any small and medium businesses to operate audio conferences in India without incurring any call
charges. With unique services that offered to millions of consumers in India can now enjoy a call experience free of
charge with an unmatched and reliable voice quality that has never been possible before.
This 3 For Free service for personal as well as corporate use, without incurring conference bridge call fees, is
available to all existing as well as new customers for unlimited usage. The Eagle Conferencing plan provides access
to audio conference call service that supports calls for up to three participants. The conference chairperson has
access to the full range of call management facilities of award‐winning and the state‐of‐the‐art conferencing
services.
This most attractive offering should bring a paradigm shift and re‐define the future on Indian telecom sector. This
significant development is a part of our overall commitment to provide consumers with no barriers, quality service
and global reach to millions of Indian customers regardless of their size. This introduction demonstrates Eagle
Conferencing’s scalability to enable consumers with a bouquet of global telecom value added services. The fast
growing Indian conference call market has inspired us to transform telecom industry dynamics and reinvent pricing
models.
Eagle Conferencing with almost 25 years of global infrastructure and operations experience with over 10 billion
minutes of annual calling traffic capacity, is one of the global leader in the facility based conferencing services. The
conferencing solutions provided by Eagle Conferencing have been instrumental in forming the communication
backbone of the entire switching and transmission communications value chain. Allowing the bridge facility free of
charge to communicate in India supports the communication delivery structure which has contributed in our
efforts towards strengthening economic and social development in India.
About Eagle Conferencing
Eagle Conferencing, an affiliate of EagleNet companies, offers audio and web conferencing services. Its services are
offered in the USA, India, U.K., Netherlands, France and Germany. Eagle Conferencing’s secured and scalable
network infrastructure, with its global bridge capacity of 28,000 ports provides over 10 billion minutes of annual
calling traffic facility. To unleash the full power of scalability and flexibility, Eagle Conferencing has a worldwide
network connection infrastructure, and offers a variety of conference options for productivity. Eagle Conferencing
India has its state of Art conferencing set up in Bangalore at International Technology Park Limited, and at data
center in Mumbai. Both of these facilities are designed to support uninterrupted services to its valuable corporate
clientele.

For more information about Eagle Conferencing, visit www.eagleconferencing.in
Call 080 6722 3300 within India or +91 80 6722 3300 internationally.
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